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We are writing this letter to draw the attention of the faculty members of medical universities to the formation of professional ethics and professionalism in the clinical and theoretical education of nursing and operating room students using the hidden curriculum.

Professional values are standards for clinical practice, which are based on the agreement of professional groups and experts. These values are adopted in providing a framework to evaluate the ideas and perspectives that influence behavior (1). Clinical competence, adequate skills for medical practice, keeping updated, honesty, confidentiality and appropriate communication with patients are among the most imperative professional values (2).

To develop professionalism, medical education in Iran has undergone several integrative reforms by the Ministry of Health and Medical Education, as part of the health system reform (stage four). The comprehensive program of higher education in the Iranian health system is a strategic plan developed based on key documents, such as Iran’s Vision 2025, Comprehensive Scientific Map of Iran, Iran’s Comprehensive Health Sector Road Map, and Health System Reform. One of the macropolicies of this evolutionary reform plan is the institutionalization of professional ethics in universities (3).

Hidden curriculum refers to the process of cultural conduction and transmission of moral norms in relation to the feelings and behaviors of medical students in clinical settings as an ethical environment. In other words, a hidden curriculum consists of the implicit norms, values and beliefs that are transferred through rules and regulations, structures, routines, and social interactions in educational institutions. While only a part of this culture is transmitted via formal education, values, beliefs and accepted behaviors are passed on to students through the hidden curriculum (4).

In general, learning experiences that are resulted from the hidden curriculum encompass a set of expectations and values without theoretical knowledge. Therefore, hidden curriculum could remarkably influence professional practice in the clinical environment.

In theoretical education, medical, nursing and paramedical students only receive tutoring on disease management and formal communication with patients and clients. However, in clinical settings, they are faced with actual cases, complicated demands, chronic patients with different socioeconomic status, and interactions with other healthcare providers and educators, which might be extremely challenging or confusing (5).

Hidden curriculum plays a pivotal role in conveying the required knowledge and clinical skills to deal with actual patients, physicians, diseases and reality of the society (6). Evidence suggests that the hidden curriculum might occasionally be contrary to the learned clinical knowledge of students. Meanwhile, the ethical aspect of hidden curriculum could appear as a barrier against proper decision-making under different circumstances (6).

Current data in this regard indicates that through
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the proper management of hidden curriculum, it is possible to predict and improve qualified behaviors and professionalism in the clinical environment (1, 7-10). Domestic studies on the impact of the hidden curriculum on professionalism have mainly adopted qualitative approaches in order to assess the experiences of students (11).

Authors of this letter have worthy experiences regarding the application of narrative writing and reflective journaling about clinical errors and ethical events by nursing students during internship in the hospital (12, 13), in addition to individual and group reflective journaling by operating room students and their educators in clinical practice with the propose of developing professionalism.

In conclusion, a beneficial approach to teach ethics through the hidden curriculum involves opportunities for students to have open dialogue, critical discussions, and brainstorming with clinical educators. Moreover, they must attempt to practice reflective journaling and narrative writing about ethical values, professional malpractice, and professional behaviors in clinical environments.
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